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Decoys by Warwick Johnson 

Note: All Avengers characters and related characters are solely the property and trademarks of Marvel 
Comics – All rights reserved. This script is meant solely as an exercise and for entertainment purposes, with 
no intention of selling or infringing on copyrights.  

Page 1 (5 panels) 

Panel 1: Close up on Sean's face as he sleeps fitfully. Sean is a handsome young man, in his late 20's, 
with tussled brown hair and a very muscular build. He is in the middle of a dream, a pretty intense 
one too. He has been tossing and turning all night. 

Caption 1: Deep inside the Labyrinth. 

Caption 2: "Sean.... Why don't you come join me, Sean?" 

Panel 2: View has panned back a little, with an angle directly over Sean's bed. Sean is in very good 
shape, as he is a soldier who spends his days training. The sheets are all crumpled and thrown every 
which way on it, and Sean is splayed across the bed. We can see the edges of other beds surrounding 
him, as if inside of a barracks. Sean is the only one who is not having a restful sleep. 

Caption: "Oh you are just so hot, you know that? I've thought so for a while..." 

Panel 3: The next morning. Sean is eating breakfest at a table with two other men and a woman. They 
are all dressed in the same outfit, a fitted white t-shirt and militaristic style yellow colored pants with 
combat boots. Sean is very visibly tired, with bags under his eyes, and is only picking at his food with 
his fork but is not really eating very much. He's talking to his friends: Samir, the one sitting next to 
Sean, is a mountain of a man as he is big and covered in muscles. Steven, sitting across from them, is 
short, skinny and bookish. Next to him is Stephanie, beautiful but with the physique of a fitness 
model (toned and muscled) with flowing black hair.  

Samir: Hey, wake up dude. You're falling asleep again. 

Sean: Sorry, I've been having these weird dreams lately. 

Steven: What kind of dreams? Sexy dreams? 

Sean: No! 

Panel 4: View on Steven and Stephanie's side of the table. Steven is leaning over the table towards 
Sean, while Stephanie is smiling and continuing to eat.  

Steven: Oh man, it totally was! I was just joking around too, but that's totally it! I can see it in your 
face! So who's the lucky lady, dude? 

Stephanie: Steven, don't mess with him. 
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Steven: Come on Steph, we all know who he was dreaming about. I mean, you're the only woman in 
our squad after all. 

Panel 5: Close up on Stephanie's face. She flashes a coy smile at Sean, with her hair falling slightly 
into her face.  

Stephanie: Oooh? Have I been keeping you up at night then? 
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Page 2 (6 Panels) 

Panel 1: View on Sean and Samir's side of the table. Sean is very flustered and is turning very red in 
the face. Samir is leaned back in his seat and laughing. 

Sean: No, it's not like that, really.  

Samir: Oh, sure!  

Sean: You mean to tell me you haven't had any weird dreams that kept you up, Samir? Or any of 
you? 

Panel 2: View from the head of the table, where we can see all four of them. Everyone has stopped 
eating for now, and are enjoying the conversation. In the background, we see a tall blond man 
walking towards the table with a tray in his hand.  

Steven: Nope. Honestly, I can't remember the last dream that I even had. 

Stephanie: Me too. I don't think I've had one since we started training together. 

Steven: Some of us are too busy for dreams.  

Samir: Seriously. 

Sam (the man crossing to them): Morning team! 

Panel 3: Same view, but the tall blond man is now standing at the other end of the table. He has set 
his tray down and is pulling his chair out to sit down next to Sean. The man's name is Sam, he is a 
very handsome man with rugged features. Sam looks like a natural born leader and has a body 
builder's physique. He has a broad smile on his face, as he looks toward his team. Sean and the others 
are standing at attention in front of their chairs. 

 Sam: At ease. You all messing with Seany again? 

Samir: Just playing around, sir. 

Sam: I know, you all are a buncha comedians. Just incorrigible.  

Panel 4: Close up on Sam, who is sitting now. The rest of the team have also sat down in their chairs. 
Sam is flashing a dazzling smile towards Sean. 

Sam: Don't let them bother you, kiddo. It's all in good fun. 

Panel 5: Close up on Sean, he is turned towards Sam. Sean has a big smile on his face, and is staring 
into Sam's eyes. We can maybe see a reflection of Sam in Sean's irises. 
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Sean: I know, Sam. It doesn't bother me at all. 

Panel 6: Same view as 2.3. Sam has picked up his spoon to start eating his cereal and the others are 
finishing their breakfast. Sean is still looking towards Sam, kind of lost in the moment. Sam is 
addressing all of them as he speaks. 

Sam: Alright team, let's finish up our breakfast. We're training in The Pit all morning, and I want 
everybody sharp. Tomorrow is the big op, and I don't want anyone being sloppy now. Understood? 

All: Yes, sir! 
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Page 3 (6 Panels) 

Panel 1: The training session has already started in the Pit. The Pit is a large room which operates 
similarly to the Danger Room but at a much lower quality. The backdrop is a research lab that is 
crudely assembled from mechanized pieces coming out of the wall to form the shapes of the 
laboratory. The room is filled with debris from the battle, and there are robots that are designed to 
look like the Avengers (specifically Captain America, Iron Man, Hawkeye, Black Widow, and 
Spider-Man) attacking the team. Sam, Sean and the others are in the yellow A.I.M. jumpsuits without 
the traditional helmets. Sam is wielding two pistol style blasters, and is firing at the Captain America 
robot who is blocking his blasts with his shield. Sean is fighting the Spider-Man robot with two 
electric stun rods that he's using as billy clubs. Stephanie is matched up with Black Widow (and using 
a club/cudgel type weapon), while Samir is fighting Iron Man with a large, mechanical hammer 
which shoots off electric energy when it connects with the Iron Man robot. In the background, Steven 
is using a snipers rifle and is firing at the Hawkeye robot. 

Sam: Keep up the pressure! We just need to hold them off for another one forty five! 

Samir: Can't we bring that number down at all?? 

Stephanie: No! Now shut up and keep hitting people! 

Panel 2: Close up on Sam/Captain America robot fight. Cap robot has closed the distance between 
them, but Sam is still fighting him off. Behind them, Samir has missed a swing at Iron Man robot and 
his hammer smashes the ground shooting off sparks. Iron Man robot is pointing his hand and repulsor 
ray at Sam's back, ready to blast him. 

SFX: (hammer) KKKSSSSSXX!! 

Sam: Steven! Provide cover fire for Stephanie!! 

Panel 3: Close up on Sean, mid-fight with Spider-Man robot. Sean sees that Sam is in danger, he is 
yelling out to Sam and running towards him, abandoning the fight as he runs.  

Sean: SAM!! Look out!!! 

Panel 4: Sean has dived through the air and is tackling Sam to the ground out of harm's way. Iron 
Man has fired his repulsor ray and it's just missed them, striking the robot Captain America instead. 
Robot Cap is being blasted off of his feet by the ray, with his shield flying away from him. 

SFX: Choom! 

Sam: Ooof!! 

Panel 5: Sean is laying on top of Sam, with Sam facing upwards towards him. In the background, 
robot Spider-Man is swinging in on them from above. Robot Captain America is knocked on the 
ground with a big blast hole in his chest. 
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Sam: Thanks for the save. 

Sean: Least I could do, sir. 

Sam: You can call me Sam in the field. It's okay… Hold on, one second. 

Panel 6: Sam is firing his blasters at the robot Spider-Man has swung down to kick them. Sam shoots 
him with both right in the chest, and is knocking him backwards. Sam's arms are wrapped around 
Sean as he's firing the blasters.  

SFX: Choom!! 

Sean: Whoa!! 
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Page 4 (4 Panels) 

Panel 1: Close up on Sam and Sean. Sean is still laying on top of Sam, as the fight is still going on 
around them. Sam is smiling up at Sean, who is looking down sheepishly at Sam. There is some 
smoke coming out of the blasters. The robot Spider-Man has been knocked down, just outside of 
frame. 

Sam: You alright? 

Sean: Yeah just fine. 

Sam: Good. 

Panel 2: Even closer on Sam and Sean. Sam's propped up on his elbows a bit, bringing his face closer 
to Sean's. There is still some distance between them though, and we can see Samir and Iron Man 
fighting in the background.  

Sean: I should probably get up now. 

Sam: We've got about 40 seconds. 

Sean: That long? 

Sam: Left in the op.  

Sean: Right. I'll move. 

Panel 3: Sean is standing, and Sam is getting up to his feet. He is firing his gun at a couple of the 
robot Avengers just off-panel. As he does so he's yelling orders out to the other members of the team. 
Sean is getting his staffs ready to start fighting again, and is turned to follow Sam into the fight. The 
Spider-man and Captain America robots are still on the ground around them. 

Sam: 35 seconds until evac! Hold them just a little longer! 

Panel 4: Close up on Sean's face. He's watching Sam charge into battle with a smile on his face.  
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Page 5 (6 Panels) 

Panel 1: The team are in the locker room of The Pit after their training session. They have all 
showered and gotten dressed in their casual uniforms. Sam is standing in front of them and debriefing 
them, most are seated on benches while Samir is leaning up against a couple lockers, listening to 
what Sam is telling them. There is a large board behind Sam with diagrams and blue prints on it, as 
well as pictures of active Avengers members.  

Sam: … start, but we need to be careful out there. The real Avengers are going to be changing up 
tactics, and switching opponents if need be. We're not going out there to beat the Avengers. I know 
that we're good, but we aren't that good. We just need to distract them and hold them off while the 
extraction teams get what they need. Two minutes and twenty five seconds against Earth's mightiest. 
I know that you can do it. I've seen it with my own eyes. 

Panel 2: It's the same view from 5.1, except that it is being viewed on a computer monitor with two 
shadowed figures watching Sam speak to his team.  

Shadowy Figure 1: Have that one from earlier brought to me after their debriefing. 

Shadowy Figure 2: Yes, great one. Right away. 

Panel 3: It is after the meeting, Sean is brought into a dark room by two A.I.M. guards in full uniform 
including helmet. There is a shadowy figure, large and round, that is waiting inside the room at the 
edge of the panel. Sean is nervous, but still confident as he crosses into the room.  

Caption: Later that day. 

Sean: You sent for me, great one? 

Shadowy Figure: In today's exercise, something caught my attention. You put yourself on the line for 
your leader, Sam. Dove in harm's way in order to protect him. Why? 

Sean: Because he's my team leader. We're supposed to look after one another. 

Panel 4: Sean is further into the room now, there is a bank of video screens showing different rooms 
and areas of the compound that they are in. One of the screens shows the barracks from last night, 
with Sean tossing and turning in his sleep. The shadowy figure is facing the monitors, there is a more 
distinct outline of hair one the top of his head. We can see more hints that it is M.O.D.O.K. who is 
talking to Sean. 

M.O.D.O.K.: True. You are indeed.  

M.O.D.O.K.: I noticed that you haven't been sleeping very well, Sean. Is there something troubling 
you? 

Sean: No sir. I've just been having weird dreams lately. 
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M.O.D.O.K.: Hmmm. Interesting. 

Panel 5: Sean is walking up a couple steps towards M.O.D.O.K., who is still in shadow. M.O.D.O.K 
is turning to face Sean, slowly. 

Sean: Why is that interesting, great one? 

M.O.D.O.K.: No reason. I'm just curious about you, that is all. About all of you, my soldiers. 

Panel 6: Close up on M.O.D.O.K., who has turned and is facing Sean now. We can finally see his 
face, which is illuminated by computer screens in his chair. M.O.D.O.K. is smiling, a disturbing site 
to say the least, as he shows his teeth while he grins.  

M.O.D.O.K.: You can return to your bunk now, Sean. You have a big day ahead of you tomorrow 
and you need your rest.  
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Page 6 (5 Panels) 

Panel 1: Back in the Mess Hall. Stephanie is sitting by herself, drinking tea out of a mug. Sean is 
entering the room and walking over to her.  

Stephanie: That was a nice little moment that you got today out on the battlefield. It was sweet really. 

Sean: Steph! Shut up! 

Stephanie: Relax, no one's around. It's just you and me in here. 

Panel 2: Sean is sitting across from her now. He's slumped down in his chair a bit, exhausted from the 
day. Stephanie is leaning onto the table a bit, with her head tilted a looking at him with a pitying look 
on her face. 

Stephanie: Have you thought about telling him how you feel? 

Sean: I've thought about it, I just… I mean he's my commanding officer. It's not exactly an easy thing 
to just blurt out to him.  

Stephanie: I know. 

Sean: I mean, you're the only one that I've told at all, Steph.  

Panel 3: Stephanie has reached across the table and grabbed one of Sean's hands. She's squeezing it as 
she talks to him.  

Stephanie: You know you can count on me right? And you trust me? 

Sean: Of course. 

Panel 4: Stephanie has pulled her hand back, and is getting her stuff together and getting ready to 
leave.  

Stephanie: Then you need to tell Sam. And you need to tell him soon. This is a dangerous, dangerous 
line of work that we are in here.  

Panel 5: Stephanie is standing up and getting ready to walk away. She's looking down at Sean, who is 
still slumped in his chair. 

Stephanie: You never know what mission is going to be your last. 
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Page 7 (4 Panels) 

Panel 1: Establishing shot, the exterior of an A.I.M. fighter jet flying through the sky.  

Caption: The next morning. 

Sam: What's on your mind, Sean? 

Panel 2: Interior of the jet. Samir and Steven are sitting together in their full combat armor, preparing 
their weapons for the fight. Stephanie is sitting near them, but is looking the other way towards the 
back of the plane where Sean and Sam are sitting. Sam is leaned back in his seat, with his blasters 
holstered in shoulder holsters strapped across his chest. Sean has his staffs on his lap, and is hunched 
over in his seat. 

Sean: Uh.. nothing, I was just getting ready for the mission is all. 

Sam: You seem distracted today.  

Sean: No sir. I'm just fine. 

Panel 3: Close up on Sean and Sam talking to each other. Sean is plugging the batteries into his staffs 
and setting the features on it. Sam has leaned in a bit, and has cocked his head to the side while trying 
to look Sean in the eyes. Sean avoids his glance. 

Sam: Alright. I won't press you on it too much. I trust you, Sean. I mean, I trust everyone on our 
squad but most of all I have faith in you. I feel confident with you watching my back that everything 
is going to be alright. 

Sean: Thank you, Sam. It… um, it means a lot to me to have you say that. 

Sam: No problem. 

Panel 4: Sam is standing and walking towards the front of the plane. Sean has slumped down in his 
seat, he has propped his head up with his hand and looks very depressed and ashamed of himself for 
not telling Sam the truth. Stephanie is looking back him, with a forced smile on her face, trying to 
comfort him. 

Sam: Touching down in one minute! Let's get ready! 
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Page 8 (6 Panels) 

Panel 1:  Establishing shot of outside the research lab. The lab looks similar in structure to the lab 
from the training room, but the outside looks much nicer and is a large glass building. The sign above 
the door reads "New Dawn Laboratories: A Stark Subsidiary". There is a large hole blown through 
one of the walls near the entrance, and the glass of the front of the building is shattered and cracked 
in several places. There are A.I.M. foot soldiers running into the hole in the building, running over 
the rubble from what used to be the wall. Sam, Sean, and the rest of the team are standing with their 
weapons ready in front of the building, facing away from the building. 

Samir: Man, it would be awesome if they just didn't show up, right? 

Steven: Seriously? 

Samir: I'm just sayin' is all. Maybe there's like an invasion from Kang or something. 

Steven: There's like 20 Avengers teams. One of them is going to show. 

Panel 2: Close up on the team in front of the building. Sam has his wrist up and is checking his 
watch, watching the time for the operation. Samir has his hammer resting on his shoulder, while the 
others are all standing vigilant watching for any sign from the Avengers. 

Samir: They should have shown up by now though, right? Maybe we got lucky. 

Stephanie: Doesn't look like it. 

Panel 3: The angle has shifted, and we see the Avengers Quinjet and Iron Man landing in front of the 
building. 

Panel 4: The Quinjet's doors are open and Captain America, Spider-Woman, Spider-Man, Hawkeye, 
and Wolverine have come running out and are standing next to Iron Man. 

Iron Man: You're trespassing on my property.  

Spider-Man: And judging by the hardware, you're not here to retrieve a lost Frisbee. 

Wolverine: Shut up. 

Captain America: I'm going to give you this opportunity to come with us peacefully. 

Panel 5: The opposite view, with Sam and his team staring down the Avengers. They have their 
weapons at the ready, waiting for the order from Sam. Sam has his pistols drawn and pointed at the 
Avengers. 

Samir(whispering): I thought intel said that Wolverine probably wouldn't be with them? 
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Stephanie (whispering): It looks like the intel was wrong. Since he moved back to the New York 
area, I guess he's around more. 

Sean (whispering): It doesn't matter. We just have to hold them off until the extraction team is done. 
We can do that. 

Sam: I'm sorry Captain, but we're going to have to reject your offer. 

Panel 6: Large panel. Sam is firing his blasters at Captain America, who blocks it with his shield, and 
Wolverine who is hit in the face with blast. The rest are pairing off to fight the Avengers with 
Stephanie going after Spider-Woman with her club, Sean attacking Spider-Man with his stun rods, 
Samir strikes Iron Man with his hammer, and Steven is dodging arrows shot by Hawkeye while 
trying to fire his rifle back at him. 

Iron Man: They're only decoys, le – OOOOOOF! 

Wolverine: ARGH! 
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Page 9 (6 Panels) 

Panel 1: Large panel. The teams have broken off and separated a bit as they are fighting their 
respective Avengers. Front and center is the fight between Captain America and Sam, as Cap is 
blocking Sam's blaster shots with his shield. Wolverine is still on the ground, with lots of smoke 
rising up from his head and his face severely burned from getting shot. To one side, Spider-Man is 
trying to dodge Sean's staves as Sean is keeping Spider-man back. One the other side of the panel, 
Stephanie is dodging Spider-Woman's venom blasts. In the background, we see Iron Man and Samir 
fighting still. 

Captain America: A.I.M.'s really improved their tech it seems. 

Spider-Man: Easy for you to say, you don't have to fight the guy that just came here from a rave. 
Seriously though, nice glow sticks dude. 

Sean: Funny. That was a good one. 

Spider-Man: Yeah? Did you like it? 

Sean: Not really. 

Spider-Woman: Cap, do you need a hand? 

Stephanie: Hey!! 

Panel 2: Focus on the fight with Stephanie and Spider-Woman. Stephanie has connected a swing of 
her club, hitting Spider-Woman across the face with it. Behind them, Hawkeye is diving out of the 
way of a shot from Steven's rifle. 

Stephanie: Do NOT think that you can just avoid me, Little Miss Copycat. 

Panel 3: Focus on the fight with Sean and Spider-Man. Spider-Man has leapt onto a wall in order to 
get some distance from Sean, who is standing at the ready with his staves. 

Sean: "copycat"? 

Spider-Man: To be fair, I was first. 

Panel 4: Focus on Sam and Captain America fighting. Sam has kicked Captain America in the chest, 
and Cap is falling backwards. Behind Sam, who can't see him, Wolverine has gotten back to his feet 
and is closing on Sam quickly. 

Sam: One minute everyone! Let's make it count! 

Wolverine: Count these! 
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Panel 5: Close up as Wolverine is stabbing Sam through the back with one hand, and his claws are 
poking through Sam's chest on the other side. There shouldn't be a blood coming out with the claws, 
or anything else, and Sam's face is shocked. 

SFX: SNIKT!! 

Panel 6: Close up on Sean, who is horrified and running over to Sam. Spider-Man is still on the wall 
behind him.  

Sean: SAM!!! NO!!! 
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Page 10 (5 Panels) 

Panel 1: Sean running over there still, but Wolverine is coming at him with his claws out. Sean is 
swinging his staves with the electric part coming towards Wolverine's face. In the background, Iron 
Man has gained the upper hand in his fight and is blasting Samir with a repulsor ray. 

Panel 2: Wolverine and Sean collide. Sean has connected with one of his staves, shoving the 
electrically charged end right into Wolverine's face. Wolverine though, is swinging his arm and his 
claws are cutting off Sean's other arm. Again, there is no blood and we don't see anything come off 
with the arm which is now completely severed. 

Sean: AAAARRRHH!! 

SFX: KKKKKKSSSSXXXXXXXXTTT!!! 

Panel 3: Close up on Wolverine and Sean. Wolverine has slumped onto the ground and has brought 
his hands to his face, with his head again smoldering and still shooting off sparks. Sean has collapsed 
to his knees, and is slumped over in a way that we can't see his missing arm just yet.  

Panel 4: Closer view on just Sean's face. He is looking down at his stump where his arm used to be 
and he is horrified. The look on his face and the terror in his eyes is disturbing and heart-breaking. 

Sean: No… no it can't be… 

Panel 5: Close up on Sean's arm. Where it was cut off by Wolverine isn't bloody at all, instead there 
are severed wires, machinery parts, and hydraulic fluid (that should be green or blue, or really 
anything other than red) leaking out of the stump. Sean is a robot. Sean has always been a robot. And 
now we know it, and Sean knows it. 
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Page 11 (5 Panels) 

Panel 1: Sean is crawling over to where Sam is laying on the ground. In the background, Steven has 
been shot with a couple of arrows by Hawkeye, but he continues to fight against Hawkeye and doesn't 
show any signs of being affected by the arrows.  

Panel 2: Sean has made it to Sam, and has pulled Sam into his lap with his remaining hand. Where 
Sam was stabbed by Wolverine there are wires and other machinery sticking through. Sam has 
coughed up hydraulic fluid, which is leaking out of his mouth. 

Sam: Sean… Your arm… 

Sean: Don't worry about me, Sam.  

Sam: Did you… know? About what we were? 

Sean: No. No, I didn't know. 

Panel 3: Close up on the two of them. Sean has pulled Sam in closer to him. 

Sean: But it doesn't matter to me. I got to be with you, and I just want you to know - 

Sam: I know, Sean. I know. 

Panel 4: Sam is "dead". There are sparks coming out of his chest wound, and his body has gone limp 
in Sean's arms. 

Panel 5: Sean has stood up, with Sam's body at his feet. The Avengers are surrounding him. 
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Page 12 (6 panels) 

Panel 1: Sean is standing with the Avengers facing him. The destroyed remains of Samir and Steven, 
who has an arrow sticking through his head, can be seen on the ground near him. Sean is devastated, 
and looking very depressed. He has one of Sam's blasters in his hand. 

Sean: We were just pawns, this whole time. We weren't even real. 

Panel 2: A close up on Stephanie, who is also destroyed and lying on the ground. Half of her shell 
was destroyed in the fight, and her robotic skeleton is exposed.   

Caption: (Sean talking) Everything I ever knew was a lie. All of my memories, my whole life. None 
of this was ever real. 

Panel 3: Close up on Sean's face. He is holding Sam's blaster to his head. 

Sean: So this isn't real either. 

SFX: CHOOM! 

Panel 4: View from behind Sean. Sean has collapsed down to his knees, with his head missing and a 
some wires and sparks coming out of his neck. The Avengers are shocked at what has happened, 
except for Wolverine who stands stoically with a slight smile.  

Panel 5: Iron Man, Spider-Man, and Captain America are standing over Sean's body. 

Iron Man: Amazing. A.I.M.'s life model decoys have gotten so much more advanced. Free will and 
emotions! Fascinating. 

Spider-Man: So does this count as a win for us then? I mean… cause it sure doesn't feel like one. 

Captain America: No, it doesn't. 

Spider-Man: We still won though, right? 

Panel 6: A close-up on Sean's headless body, which is laying in a heap on the ground. 

Caption: (Captain America speaking) I don't know, Pete. I don't know. 

 

The End. 


